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Issues in editing Fenian Lays:  
With Particular Reference to Leabhar Ua Maine 

Joseph J. Flahive 
 
In this paper, I wish to discuss and to draw attention to questions regarding methodology 

in editing Fenian lays, as well as to draw attention to the issues arising from the fact that 

the texts of many poems now published are neither are critical editions of all witnesses, 

nor draw on the best manuscript. For many Early Modern texts, one must look to 

nineteenth-century editions in publications such as Irisleabhar na Gaedhilge, The Dublin Penny 

Journal, and Transactions of the Ossianic Society of Dublin that predate an historical 

understanding of the language. For mediaeval texts, there are not infrequently important 

witnesses that have not been investigated, and even where attention has been drawn to 

them in manuscript catalogues or scholarship, one is often referred back to a printed text 

based on a different, often inferior, manuscript without comment. When a scholar wishes 

to look at such poems, a return to the manuscripts will remain essential until the state of 

scholarship is vastly improved. Approaching such texts with the intention of undertaking 

new editions, what may appear to be the best way forward in relation to one poem may 

provide no help in another case, even when working with the same manuscripts. 

Furthermore, broader issues must be examined when investigating methods of edition with 

a view towards the treatment of a large corpus. I wish to focus upon my experience in 

editing two Fenian poems in Leabhar Ua Maine (LUM), both of which are also attested in 

Duanaire Finn (DF). These two cases provide very different experiences to the editor, and 

bring forward questions of editorial methodology that bear upon the broader corpus. 

 LUM, compiled c. 1380, comprises the latter portion of what Carney termed a 

‘great book’;1 its final section consists of a group of narrative poems, three of which may 

be categorised as fianaigheacht. These poems are ‘Uchán a sciath mo ríogh réigh’, ‘A 

                                                        
1 See J. Carney, ‘Literature in Irish’, in A. Cosgrove (ed.) A New History of Ireland: II 
Medieval Ireland (Oxford, 1987), pp. 690-3. 



chloidhimh chléirchín in chluig’, and an extended version of the dinnsheanchas of Cnucha 

(‘Cnucha cnoc os cionn Life’) with an extended Fenian apologue. These items have 

received very little notice in scholarship until the last few years. Macalister, in his 

introduction to the 1942 collotype facsimile, recognised that the first two of these poems 

also appeared in DF, whence they were edited and translated by Mac Neill; the third is very 

close to the text embedded in the Agallamh Bheag, which Máire Power edited;2 Macalister’s 

observations linking the LUM text to these other witnesses did not find their way into 

scholarship of fianaigheacht for many years.  

Gerard Murphy’s commentary volume, Duanaire Finn: Part III (London, 1954), 

stated that there were no other known copies of either of these poems, overlooking LUM. 

We should not, however, be too hard on Murphy for this oversight. His commentary went 

to press in 1938, before the publication of Macalister’s facsimile, but was delayed because 

of the war: his printers were in Belgium. Macalister’s facsimile, a very small edition of 

several hundred copies only, appeared during the war, well after Murphy had finished his 

proofs. The RIA Catalogue description of the manuscript did not appear until after 

Murphy’s death. It is easy to forget that his work was accomplished far earlier than its 

publication in semi-darkness in regard to basic resources of scholarship. 

It is unquestionable that a semi-diplomatic edition of the LUM texts is probably 

the most useful grounding for future scholarship of these poems (though a purely 

diplomatic edition of the manuscript would be wonderful for many other reasons, 

resources for such an ambitious project cannot be expected, and in the balance a semi-

diplomatic is useful for reaching a wider readership when not attempting an entire codex). 

Any attempt to marry the two surviving copies of the Fenian texts shared between LUM 

                                                        
2 M. Power, ‘Cnucha cnoc os cionn Life’, ZCP 11 (1917), pp. 39-55; an additional copy of 
this general version of the poem was later edited by N. Ní Sheaghdha ‘Cnucha, chnoc ós 
linn Life’, in her edition of the later Agallamh na Senorach (3 vols, Dublin, 1942-54), iii, pp. 
169-81.  



and DF would necessarily be a codex optimus edition, as a full critical edition requires 

additional witnesses. 

Before discussing the two texts, the idea of mouvance, which may be summarised as 

textual evolution (as opposed to degeneration or corruption) must be given due attention 

before this discussion progresses.3 As I have discussed in regard to the poem of Fionn’s 

Shield, literary manuscripts often demonstrate the same kinds of differences in chevilles, 

changes of adjectives, toponyms, and dialect forms that one finds in orally collected 

materials. Our field has often been lazy in attributing such differences to ‘corruption’ or 

oral transmission when the answer may simply be that the text was never treated as 

‘canonical’. Scribes felt free to make minor changes and substitutions, improving (as they 

saw it) according to their tastes — or those of their patron. In short, different witnesses to 

a poem (or any literary text) are often to different versions of a poem, and even laying 

aside the difference of age between the manuscripts in these particular cases, there are 

difficulties with the question ‘What was the original or authorial text?’ of which Murphy 

never dreamt. These are not merely difficulties in answering the question, but difficulties 

in even asking it, as Síle Ní Mhurchú has found in another area of fianaigheacht with the 

myriad versions of the Nua-Agallamh that she has investigated.4 I have drawn attention to 

this before; here I present a typical example from two versions of the popular poem ‘Lá 

do raibh Pádraig i nDún’, of which the first is the oldest witness and the second the result 

of oral recasting: 

 
Duanaire Finn 
Do-níd gan ogal a ttriall 
in láochraidh far bfedmar sinn 

                                                        
3 See P. Zumthor, Essai de poétique médiévale (Paris, 1972), pp. 65-75. For an applied 
example from early English studies, see B. Millett, ‘Mouvance and the medieval author: re-
editing Ancrene Wisse’ in A.J. Morris (ed.), Late-medieval religious texts and their transmission: 
essays in honour of A.I. Doyle (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 9-20. 
4 ‘An tAgallamh Nua: Athleagan Déanach d’Agallamh na Seanórach’, in Doyle and Murray 

(eds), In Dialogue with the Agallamh (Dublin, 2014), pp. 185-216.  



gluaisis in da fheindidh gheal 
go rígh Lochlann na sreath slim 
(Those heroes about whom we were jealous set out wrathfully: the two white 
warriors went off to the king of Lochlainn of the smooth ranks.)5 
 
Young’s Collection (late Scottish version, orally colected) 
Thog iad gu sibulte ’n triall 
’N cloidheamh agus ’n sgiath air luing 
G’luais ’n dithist iarloch ur 
Gu riochd Lochlunn na ’n sriann sleom 
(They undertook their journey impudently, the sword and the shield on a ship: 
the noble young pair proceeded to the kingdom of Lochlainn smooth battle-
lines.) 6 
 
In the last several years, I have investigated the LUM poems, with an edition of 

‘Uchán a sciath mo ríogh réigh’ now in press, and I have prepared a draft edition of ‘A 

chloidhimh chléirchín in chluig’ from the facsimile and ISOS, which still awaits a final 

collation with the original manuscript. In both cases, I have undertaken semi-diplomatic 

editions, adding only editorial capitalisation and punctuation to the manuscript. 

Let us now imagine that I had the time to re-engage with these texts, with the 

intention of reconstructing the best mediaeval text. The results would be drastically 

different between the two LUM lays. In the case of ‘Uchán a sciath mo ríogh réigh’, the 

text would unquestionably be based on the DF version. There is no material in LUM not 

paralleled in DF, and LUM lacks some non-narrative stanzas found in DF that have good 

Middle-Irish forms in them (a praise of Fionn, qq. 3-5; and part of a caithréim, 44, 46-8). 

LUM could contribute nothing more than a few better forms of proper names, an 

occasional improved rhyme, or older verb form. In far more cases, however, DF provides 

better readings. In terms of place-names, only LUM’s mention of Dumbarton (q. 47) and 

placing a battle in Meath (q. 52) when DF has a cheville are superior; in more than a dozen 

other places, LUM has fanciful or corrupt names when DF’s are identifiable. There are a 

                                                        
5  DF ii, p. 364 §7, trans. ii, p. 365. 
6 M. Young, ‘Antient GAELIC POEMS respecting the Race of the FIANS collected in 
the HIGHLANDS of SCOTLAND in the Year 1784’, Transactions of the Royal Irish 
Academy 1 (1787), pp. 43-119 at 85. 



number of lines that have slightly different phrasings, as well as some that are utterly 

different – though these are confined to chevilles and descriptions – but based on the 

consistently better readings of DF, that manuscript would be given the benefit of the 

doubt, and LUM’s alternatives would be confined to footnotes or the commentary. 

At the time when I prepared this edition, I marked up a copy of the poem with 

bold to indicate all non-orthographical departures from DF: 

1 Uchan a sciath mo righ reigh. insa da beith fa droch sgeimh. 
doghra nach mair do triath teand. a comhla sciath na hEireann 
 
2 Mor cosgar mor cath calma. a saig tu do tigearna 
maith brig do cailc im rennaib. a din bailc re beiminnaibh... 

 
The DF readings are: réil, mí, tugais is, dion. In terms of understanding the lay, these are 

trivial differences, but DF generally has the lexio difficilior, or at least the bon mot (as well as 

better orthography). In the end, I used the bolded version to assemble a commentary, in 

which each and every divergence between the tests, which were extremely close 

throughout, was recorded and discussed as appropriate. I did not, however, emend the 

LUM text in the edition from DF, although suggested readings of several corrupt words 

were provided in footnotes in order to facilitate reading comprehensibility without 

consultation of the commentary. 

Turning to the other poem, however, the opposite would be the case. In DF, a 

quatrain (40) is in rannaigheacht, rather than the deibhidhe of the poem. LUM has an 

equivalent quatrain in the correct metre. Although LUM has 103qq to DF’s 111, LUM has 

14 qq with no direct counterpart in DF. In some cases, the events of a quatrain or two are 

told differently, but LUM contains extra information about how Cú Chulainn received the 

sword in episodes in which DF clearly has lacunae and the story jumps about. It is clear 

that these texts have diverged much more than the previous poem. Each version has 

quatrains containing details of events that are not found in the other. On the balance, 

however, LUM’s progression is more natural, and it is obvious that the DF text contains 



several repairs to the text via interpolation; one may wonder how much more of the 

material unique to DF may be later. In terms of language, LUM better preserves the infixed 

pronoun, but DF contains a few more old verb stems.7 On the balance, LUM has the 

better claim for the basis of reconstruction, but the results of such an edition would be 

speculative, most likely presenting a text never seen in quite that form before ever (though 

there is a long and indeed reputable history of such editions). 

In comparison to every-man-for-himself investigation in Ireland, one may wish to 

compare, momentarily, the situation in other countries. In Iceland, a nation far smaller 

than Ireland, but possessing a comparably rich literary heritage for the later mediaeval 

period, there are two national serials to publish the full corpus of their literature: one for 

diplomatic editions of the manuscripts, the other for critical editions. The fourteen 

volumes of Íslenzk Fornrit, begun upon the return of the saga manuscripts from Denmark 

in 1933, were completed in 1991. A new series for complete diplomatic publication, 

Íslendinga Sógur, was begun in 1985 when scholarship began to understand that critical 

editions could not adequately present the entire manuscript corpus. If national institutions 

in Ireland took similar care to those of Iceland, one could imagine a similar programme of 

publication of our national literature; indeed, when Meyer founded the short-lived Irish 

Texts as a companion to Ériu, he intended that his School of Irish Learning was, with the 

slender resources then available, planting the seeds for diplomatic publication of 

manuscript literature and training the scholars who could undertake so great a task. 

Now let us conclude by looking at the ramifications for the editions discussed 

within a broader context of an attempt to see the lays printed systematically on a rational 

                                                        
7 Egg. DF, 41a Do-rochair : LUM 34 o thuit (but 15a Beiris : LUM tug loss of t-pret. 
throughout: modernisation?). Sometimes LUM avoids old verbs entirely, 22c rus-
tiodhlaic don triath sochrach. díar b’ainm Iason ilcrothach vs. LUM da tighearna ar tir is 
eir tuind. dia son cosgrach in crocind. DF likes luidh, do-luidh, never in LUM: 13a ro luidh : 
da-cuaid. DF, nevertheless, always fails the t-pret. DF 75a Luidsiot : Teagaid. Infixed 
pronouns in LUM not in DF e.g. rod-gadadh (8b); das-rudadh (72d), no verb in DF 75d. 



basis of edition. It is clear that the codex optimus editions discussed, which would have very 

different bases and results, are chiefly useful to examine the question of what a mediaeval 

original could have looked like, with later layers stripped away. Due to their binary nature, 

they exhibit an extreme case of the tendency of critical editions to construct a text that 

does not agree with any witness. Indeed, here we have two witnesses, and the same ones 

give rise to editions of very different character. One is certainly not going to resolve this 

issue with a codex inferior edition of one poem or the other to make its basis consistent with 

the other. On a larger scale, a problem arises in regard to diplomatic editions. When one 

encounters a lay with myriad witnesses such as ‘Lon Doire an Chairn’, it is simply not 

feasible to print them all, and other choices must be made. If I state the obvious, it is not 

without a purpose. When each of us edits a text in a way that appears most useful at that 

time, we do not stop to ask about its place in the sum total of scholarship of text editions 

within a very large corpus. We in Ireland have little recent experience in trying to be 

systematic; in regard to our approaches, the herding of the birds and wild creatures by 

Caoilte in the ballad comes to mind (including the cliché’s squirrels). Scotland has an 

example and heroic attempt in J.F. Campbell’s achievement, Leabhar na Feinne (London, 

1861). If this is not the time to propose a mighty undertaking on this scale, perhaps it is 

useful for us to discuss on what principles our individual efforts may have the greatest 

effect on the sum total of knowledge of a large and long-neglected field of enquiry. 

 



Editing Acallam na Senórach 

Kevin Murray, 

Department of Early and Medieval Irish, 

University College Cork 

 

In a paper given at Fíanaigecht (the Second International Finn Cycle Conference), held 

here in the University of Glasgow in August of last year, I examined one brief episode 

from Acallam na Senórach, the premier text of the early Finn Cycle. The section in 

question corresponds to lines 2217-35 of Stokes’ edition.1 It concerns the killing of a 

‘healing pig’ (mucc ṡlánga) and is to be found in all five of the MS witnesses to the 

Acallam, viz.:  

x Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Laud 610, fos 123ra-46vb; 

x Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Rawlinson B. 487, fos 12ra-52vb; 

x Chatsworth, Derbyshire, Book of Lismore, fos 201r-42v [alternative numbering, 

fos 159-197]; 

x UCD Library, Franciscan MS A 4, pp 1-83; 

x UCD Library, Franciscan MS A 20(a), fos 1r-129r. 

I presented semi-diplomatic editions of the five episodes in parallel alongside Nessa Ní 

Shéaghdha’s edition of this section from the later Agallamh.2 

The principle aim of that brief paper was to see if in-depth scrutiny of a portion 

of the Acallam might suggest some possible approaches to the presentation and editing 

of the extant manuscript texts, and to see whether a single critical edition based on all 
                                                           
1 Editions and translations:  W. Stokes (ed. and partial trans.), ‘Acallamh na Senórach’, in W. Stokes and E. 

Windisch (eds), Irische Texte, iv, 1 (1900); S.H. O’Grady (ed. and trans.), ‘Agallamh na Senórach’, Silva 
Gadelica, 2 vols (London, 1892) i, 143 / ii, 157-8; A. Dooley and H. Roe, Tales of the Elders of Ireland: A 
New Translation of Acallam na Senórach (Oxford, 1999) 68-9. 

2 N. Ní Shéaghdha, Agallamh na Seanórach, 3 vols, Leabhair ó Láimhsgríbhnibh 7, 10, 15 (Dublin, 1942-5; 
repr. in one volume by the Irish Texts Society, London, 2014) i, 269-72. 



the manuscripts should remain as a feasible goal for this long and detailed prosimetric 

narrative. As this portion of the text contains no poetry, I also examined the short poem 

of three quatrains beginning Truag lem oidhed Conbice ‘I regret Conbec’s death’ which 

closes the previous episode. Though longer portions of the text would need to be 

examined to give a more informed judgement about the best editorial approaches to the 

Acallam, analysis of this material led to a number of observations: 

 

(i) The position of Franc. A 20(a) as a late and faithful copy of Franc. A 4 

(traditionally underscored by the fact that both texts break off at the same 

point), was confirmed. Although the beginning of Franc. A 20(a) is missing due 

to the loss of fos 43-4, the remaining material is clearly a faithful copy of the text 

in Franc. A 4. 

(ii) With the exception of the Book of Lismore and Franc. A 4, all the witnesses share 

unique readings with each other which are not attested in the other MS sources. 

(iii) All of the MSS (with the exception of Laud 610) contain readings unique to 

themselves. 

(iv) Franc. A 4 contains an additional brief passage not found in any of the other MS 

witnesses. 

(v) The ‘healing pig’ episode also bears witness to a closer relationship between the 

later Agallamh and the Franciscan witnesses rather than the other vellum 

manuscripts. 

(vi) The poem beginning Truag lem oidhed Conbice, is present in Laud 610, the Book 

of Lismore and Franc. A 4 but is not found in Rawlinson; this tallies with Stokes’ 

observation that the Rawlinson text ‘omits many of the poems’. The poem also 



bears witness to the closer relationship between the later Agallamh and Franc. 

A 4. 

 

One of the obvious conclusions from this study is that we need semi-diplomatic 

editions of the four vellum manuscript witnesses to the Acallam before any critical 

edition might be attempted. To this end, I have spent part of the last year reading the 

opening section from Laud 610 (ll. 2044-2235 in Stokes’ edition, which includes the 

mucc ṡlánga episode) in a postgraduate seminar. Producing a semi-diplomatic edition of 

this manuscript text for reading, discussion, analysis and translation every week has 

alerted me further to the complexities and problems in establishing and interpreting the 

text, and to the extent to which one must keep a close eye on the other three 

manuscripts while concentrating primarily on Laud 610.  

My contribution to the roundtable will be to foreground the aims and anticipated 

outcomes in doing this work, and to engender a discussion about the fluidity of the 

Acallam and what this might mean in attempting to present any edition which goes 

beyond the testimony of single witnesses. The texts from Rawl. B. 487 and Franc. A 4 (in 

particular) present particular problems with regard to their evidentiary value in the 

creation of a putative critical edition. Ultimately, we need to theorise in advance of the 

creation of any such work so that such an edition would be able to challenge the pre-

eminent position of Stokes’ ‘Acallamh’, published over 100 years ago. 



Síle Ní Mhurchú 
Editing Agallamh Oisín agus Phádraig and Laoi Cholainn gan Cheann: Some Considerations 
 
I am working on an edition of Agallamh Oisín agus Phádraig based on the copy in RIA A iv 2. This text 
was written by Seán de Niadh, partly in Macroom, Co. Cork ca 1751-7 and was chosen as the basis for my 
edition because it is an early copy of a popular version of the Agallamh found in many manuscripts of the 
late eighteenth and early to mid nineteenth centuries.1  
 
My aim is to produce a semi-diplomatic edition where the individual features of the A iv 2 text are largely 
conserved: a detailed analysis of the orthography of the ms text is given in the introduction. Spellings with 
no basis in the history of the language or in the relevant spoken dialect are corrected: the general approach is 
explained in the introduction and where necessary, further explanation is given in the textual notes. To 
ensure transparency, the ms version of any form that has been emended is given below the edited text.  
 
This version of the Agallamh, like most other versions, is a composite text: some of the stanzas in the text 
are found in different lays in earlier manuscripts; it contains a number of narrative lays that exist as 
independent lays in earlier manuscripts; other sequences of stanzas although not found in any earlier extant 
manuscripts appear to have been independent lays originally. This means that the sourcing of variant 
readings for this edition is complicated. There are hundreds of ms copies of some of the stanzas in the text 
and it would be futile to collect them all. I have chosen to provide two sets of variae lectiones for most 
sections of the text. The first set draws on manuscripts whose origin may be remote in time and place from 
the A iv 2 text: these readings can often provide an explanation of how certain features of the A iv 2 text 
arose. The second set of readings is taken from a limited number of manuscripts that are closely related to A 
iv 2: these can be useful in resolving small scribal errors or in providing justification for emendation.2  
 
A sample stanza  
 
(1) The stanza in A iv 2  
 
Ni iaraimsi neamh dFionn 
a fhir ghrinn lear eirghe mfearg 
sgur bé amháin le na linn 
bheith a nglinn le siansán 
 
(2) The edited stanza  
  
19 Nī iar[r]aimsi neamh d’F[h]ionn, 

a fhir ghrinn le<a>r ēir(igh) m’f[h]earg, 
’s gurb é (a mhian) lena linn 

bheith a nglinn le siansán [sealg]. 
 
MS: eirghe (19a), amháin (19c). 
 
(3) English translation and readings from other mss   
 
I do not ask heaven for Fionn, o sharp man who roused my anger, for his desire during his life was 
to be in a valley amidst the clamour of hunting.  

                                                 
1 I hope to publish full editions of the two most popular versions of the Agallamh, the version represented by A iv 2 and another 
longer version of the Agallamh found in Harvard Ir. MS. 10 and elsewhere. For the latter, see Síle Ní Mhurchú, ‘Agallamh Oisín 
agus Phádraig: composition and transmission’ in S.J. Arbuthnot and G. Parsons (eds), The Gaelic Finn Tradition (Dublin, 2012), 
pp. 195-208. On the general development of Agallamh Oisín agus Phádraig, see also Pádraig Ó Fiannachta, ‘The development of 
the debate between Pádraig and Oisín in B. Almqvist, S. Ó Catháin and P. Ó Héalaí (eds), Fiannaíocht: essays on the Fenian 
tradition of Ireland and Scotland (Dublin, 1987), pp. 183-205 and Síle Ní Mhurchú, ‘Agallamh Oisín agus Phádraig: téacs agus 
tráchtaireacht’ (PhD, NUI Galway, 2012).  
2 I have found that tracking changes in the order of stanzas is the most convenient way of determining the relationship between 
different ms copies of the Agallamh. 



 
[Set 1] 19 a iarrfa méisi D, sireamhsa G, iarrmhsa H, íarrfa me I, íarrfadsa M, íarrfa mise O, dfionn missing P b ghrinn missing J, 
nach grinn DO, nar grin G, nach glan M, ré ar K, eirigh D, eirig G, éirig H, eirigh P, bhfearg G c gurab é D, sgo be ba mian re 
bhur l. G, sgurab é H, sgur bé I, is gurab é JK, sgurab e O, sgur ab é P, a mhian D, a mhiann H, a mhiann I, a mian J, amháin K, a 
mhían O, a mhíann P, ré a H, re a J, sgur be ba mhían re bhur linn M d beith D, a bheith O, ag gl. G, nglionn D, nglann I, ngleann 
J, anghleann M, a ngleann O, le:] ag D, aig O, siardán K, s. sealg DGHIJKMO, sealg missing P. Missing: N. 
 
[Set 2] 19 a íaramsa S, iarramhsa TUV, iarramsa X, íarramhsa Y, íarfadsa Z, namh S b éirigh T, éirig U, ,eirigh V, eirigh X, éirge 
is ní fearrg Y, eirig Z c sgurab é TUV, gur ab é X, is gur bé Y, agus gurab Z, mhiann TUVXYZ, ré a l. T, ré na l. U d a ngleann 
TXZ,  siansáin S , s. sealg TUVYZ, sians an sealg X. Missing: W 
 
(4) Sources of ms readings 
 
[Set 1] D Duanaire Finn G Giessen Ms. H NLI G114 I RIA 23 L 34 J RIA 23 D 30 K RIA 23 I 13 M NLI G140 N Egerton 158 
O TCD 1415 P RIA 23 I 20.  
 
[Set 2] S TCD 1365 T RIA 23 C 26 (c) U RIA 23 H 15 V RIA 23 N 18 W RIA 23 I 26 X RIA 24 C 57 Y RIA F v 1 Z TCD 
1713/H. 6. 24.  
 
(5) Editorial method 
Punctuation, capitalization and word division are editorial. Missing sínte fada are added with a macron. 
Missing letters or words are added in square brackets: double r is restored  in the root of the verb ‘iarr’; the 
letter h is added to show lenition; the omission of the word ‘sealg’ is clearly a mistake as it is present in most 
of the other mss consulted for readings and is required to rhyme with ‘fearg’ in line b. Superfluous letters are 
removed with angle brackets. While the reading ‘amháin’ is found in K and S too, it makes little sense so I 
replaced it with ‘a mhian’ as in the other ms copies: this substitution is placed in round brackets and the 
original ms reading is given at the bottom of the page.3 The form ‘eirghe’ is possibly an attempt by the 
scribe to render the pronunciation /airˈɪ/ but I have emended it based on the other ms readings. The emphatic 
suffix ‘–si’ would generally be spelled ‘-se’ but I decided to retain the ‘-si’ spelling used consistently in the 
ms as it is a reasonable attempt at representing the pronunciation /ʃɪ/.  
 
This section of the Agallamh is in a loose form of rannaíocht mhór. There is one syllable missing in line a. 
If we look at the Duanaire Finn text, we will see that the verb ‘iarr’ is in the future tense there with a 
separate emphatic pronoun - ‘(ni) iarrfa méisi’- thus providing four syllables instead of the three provided by 
‘iaraimsi’ in A iv 2. The DF reading, being taken from the first set of readings, is considered to be too far 
removed from A iv 2 to be used as justification for emendation: instead, insights from distant mss into 
changes in the structure of the text are discussed in the textual notes.  
 
Placenames in the text 
 
Some of the placenames in A iv 2 are quite different to those found where the same stanza features in other 
texts. I provide an example below:  
 
39 Mian<n> m[h]ic Cumhaill fá maith gnaoi 

éisteacht re faoidh<e> Droma De(i)rg, 
codla[dh] fá shru<i>th Easa Ruaidh<e>, 

faoidh* Ghailbh* na ccuan do sheilg.  
 
MS: dearg (39d).  
 
The desire of Mac Cumhaill who was of good appearance (was) to listen to the cry of Drom Dearg, 
to sleep below the stream of Eas Ruadh, to hunt the (?) of Gailbh* of the recesses. 
 

                                                 
3 There may be some sort of acoustic effect at play here where the scribe was anticipating the long a in siansán in the next line. I 
have found a number of examples of such interference in this ms text e.g. in stanza 29, the word ‘seacht’ is written ‘seach’ 
presumably because the latter word features in the previous line and in stanza 31, the word ‘raibh’ is spelled ‘riabh’ possibly under 
the influence of the word ‘riamh’ that follows shortly afterwards.   



[Set 1] 39 a comhuill G, fa hard G, fa mhaith P, gneoí P b faoidhe:] laoic G, faoi H, faoí J, saodh P, deirg H, dromo deirg J, deirg 
P c codla:] coll G, fá shruith:] ar shith G, shruth J, ruaidh G, ruadh H, ruagh J, ruadh P d fiodh G, fiadh H, fiad J, fíadh P, gaillmhe 
G, gaibhle H, gailbhe J, galbhe P.  
 
[Set 2] 39 a mian:] fian X, fá:] bo Z, mhaith TVZ, cúmhail féin Y, gnaoi:] groídhe Y b faoi STUX, fiadh V Z, faoíde Y, dhroma 
Y, deirg TUXY, deirig Z c colladh TX, codladh U, colla Z, easadh VY, ruade S, ruadh TUVXYZ d faoi ghaillibh T, gailbhe U, 
fiadh ghaillibh V, faoi ghallibh X, fá ghailleamh Y, fiadh fallo Z Missing: W 
 
[Set 1] G Giessen Ms. H NLI G114 J RIA 23 D 30 P RIA 23 I 20.  
 
[Set 2] S TCD 1365 T RIA 23 C 26 (c) U RIA 23 H 15 V RIA 23 N 18 W RIA 23 I 26 X RIA 24 C 57 Y RIA F v 1 Z TCD 
1713/H. 6. 24. 
 
The element ‘dearg’ has been emended to ‘deirg’ here as this is backed up by most of the other mss in set 2 
and is needed to provide a rhyme with ‘seilg’ in line d. The case of the placename in line d is more complex. 
The Giessen Ms has the form ‘fiodh gaillmhe’: I take this to be the placename Fid Gaible which would give 
the meaning ‘to hunt Fiodh Gaillmhe (the Wood of Gabal) of the recesses’.4 The element ‘fiodh’ (wood) has 
transformed into ‘fíad(h)’ (deer) and faoi (under or = faoidh?)/fá (under?) in other mss and the second 
element appears still to have been interpreted as a placename. A iv 2 has the word ‘faoidh’ (shout, cry): this 
may have been written in error because the word already appears in line b. Giessen provides the most 
meaningful reading but rather than making an emendation based on a distant ms text, I have chosen here to 
use an asterisk to highlight the fact that this line is corrupt: it may well have been as puzzling to the scribe 
Seán de Niadh as it is to us.    
 
Laoi Cholainn gan Cheann 
 
A version of the narrative lay known as Laoi Cholainn gan Cheann (LCC) is found in the version of the 
Agallamh represented by A iv 2. Máirtín Ó Briain has previously furnished an account of the manuscript 
tradition of this lay but I have discovered a number of copies unknown to him in my study of the manuscript 
tradition of Agallamh Oisín agus Phádraig.5 The earliest copy that I have found is in TCD 1411 (H. 6. 7), 
pp. 42-3 written by Donnchadh Ó Conaill in the barony of Fermoy. Co. Cork in 1737. Here, LCC is written 
as an independent lay although it is given the title ‘Cuid dagallamh Phádraigh et Oisín’ [Part of the Dialogue 
of Pádraig and Oisín]. The first extant manuscript where we find this narrative incorporated into the 
Agallamh is in fact A iv 2. The two texts, TCD 1411 and A iv 2, show a clear textual relationship and share 
a number of odd features as do all subsequent copies of this text found within the Agallamh.6 Ó Briain 
describes a number of nineteenth century copies of LCC from Co. Galway but these are of little help in 
resolving oddities in the A iv 2 text as they are considerably more verbose and metrically looser than the 
eighteenth century texts. I have, however, discovered another eighteenth-century version of LCC of which 
one exemplar exists: this is a text in King’s Inns Ms. 5 (henceforth KI 5), written by Daniel Fullerton alias 
Mac Cloy(e) in Loughguile, Co. Antrim in 1755. This text begins with the first four quatrains of Agallamh 
Oisín agus Phádraig and then continues with a version of LCC that is metrically more accurate than all the 
other versions mentioned thus far.7 This text then, can shed light on some of the obscurities we meet with in 
the text of A iv 2.8  
 
65 ‘As chughad thánga<dh> óm’ theach féin  
                                                 
4 See Edmund Hogan, Onomasticon goedelicum locorum et tribuum Hiberniae et Scotiae : 
an index with identifications, to the Gaelic names of places and tribes (Dublin and London: 1910), s.n. O’Rahilly did not have 
access to the full text of the Giessen Ms. when he made  his edition of the lay Mian mhic Cumhaill fá maith gnaoi which begins 
with this stanza. See Thomas F. O’Rahilly, Measgra Dánta (Dublin and Cork: 1927), p. 88.  
5 See Máirtín Ó Briain, ‘Laoi Cholainn gan Ceann: Oisín’s headless bride in Gaelic tradition’ in R. Black, W. Gillies and R. Ó 
Maolalaigh (eds), Celtic connections: proceedings of the Tenth International Congress Of Celtic Studies: volume one, language, 
literature, history, culture (East Linton, 1999), pp. 233-250.  
6 See also Ó Briain, 1999, pp. 245-6. I have found no independent copies of this version of LCC apart from that of TCD 1411.   
7 Ó Briain was presumably unaware of the existence of this text as the catalogue description would suggest that it is a copy of 
Agallamh Oisín agus Phádraig. See Pádraig de Brún, Catalogue of Irish Manuscripts in King’s Inns Library Dublin (Dublin, 
1972), pp. 10-13. In this text, end rhymes and aicill rhymes are found more regularly than in the A iv 2 text and most of the lines 
are of the required seven syllable length unlike many of those in A iv 2 version of LCC.  
8 There are some interesting plot differences between the various versions of this lay: I hope to discuss these in greater depth 
elsewhere in the near future.  



as breághtha da<i>th agus gnaoi 
ag iarra[idh] (a)isge air an bhFēinn   

as féidir leo féin do *gheilbh.’ 
 
MS: áisge 65c.  
 
‘I came to you from my own house that is of the finest colour and beauty (?) to make a request of the Fianna that they can grant 
(?) me.’  
  
thaingadh S, tana W, thánig X, tháine Y, thana Z, death S, gné X, gníomh Y, (a)isge:] fasg X, faisg Y, aisge Z, as:] más Z,  féin:] 
san W, sin X, gheilbh:] dheilbh W, gheill X, ghéill Y, leo a thabhairt Z. Missing: T  
 
S TCD 1365 T RIA 23 C 26 (c) W RIA 23 I 26 X RIA 24 C 57 Y RIA F v 1 Z TCD 1713/H. 6. 24.9 
 
The form ‘gheilbh’ in line d is puzzling and none of the closely-related mss chosen for readings provide a 
good solution. A comparison with the corresponding stanza from KI 5 suggests that the stanza in A iv 2 has 
been recomposed with a loss of metrical features:   
 
As uime táinicc óm thoicch 

a Fhinn fa máith góil 7 gníomh 
dfaghail athchuinge ón bhFéin 

bus éidir leo féin do dhíol 
 
The reason I came from my house, o Fionn of good valour and action, is to make a request of the Fianna that they would be able 
to fufill.    
 
The following stanza from LCC as in A iv 2 has two syllable words at the end of lines b and d where we 
would expect one syllable words, in keeping with the rest of this section which in loose rannaíocht mhór.  
  
71 Ag teacht do[n] Fhēinn c[h]um baill, 

’na ttriūr, ’na cceathrar is ’na ccúigear 
ag fēachuin dreach na mná, 

nīor chuma leo cé<a>r thūisge. 
 
When the Fianna came to the spot, in threes and fours and fives, upon seeing the woman’s face, they were not indifferent 
regarding who was first.  
 
71 a ag:] ar dt. W, air tt. Y, ar t. Z, don Fh.:] duinn Y, chuim baille Y c ag f. na mna dob alle X, dreach:] drá Y d cé<a>r:] cia badh 
Z. 
 
Again, comparison with the corresponding stanza in KI 5 suggests that this stanza was originally rannaíocht 
mhór but that the version in A iv 2 was recomposed during the process of transmission:  
 
Go bhfios damhsa ní roibh días 

sul tainicc a thrían don lá 
don bhFéin uile ar tteacht dom theach 

nachar ghrádhaigh dreach na mná 
 
[As far as I know, before a third of the day had passed there were not even two of the Fianna who did not upon their arrival at my 
house fall in love with the woman’s appearance.]10  
 
I would surmise that there were fewer intermediate stages of transmission between the composition of the 
lay and the writing of KI 5 than there was between its composition and the writing of TCD 1411 and A iv 2. 
The differences between the two versions show evidence of oral recreation of the lay rather than scribal 
                                                 
9 I provide only readings from closely-related mss here: the KI 5 and Galway texts are very different to the A iv 2 text: it is clearer 
to quote lines from those versions where relevant in the textual notes than to break them up into separate readings.   
10 The idea in both stanzas is that the ugly headless woman, ‘an cholainn gan cheann’, is transformed into a beauty after spending 
the night with Oisín.  



errors creeping in or changes made consciously whilst copying. The general tenor of the lay is preserved in 
both versions but there are lines in the A iv 2 version that make little sense and appear to represent a scribe’s 
best attempt at rendering parts of the lay that had become garbled during transmission: later scribes drawing 
only on this version met with little success in making meaning of these garbled sections. Again, my 
approach with sections like this has been to asterisk them in the edition and refer to the KI 5 text for 
clarification in the textual notes.   
   
Some general points 
 
Many of the lays cannot be represented by one edition. They developed along different paths in different 
parts of the Irish and Scottish Gaelic speaking world. Having separate editions of versions that are 
significantly different provides us with a better understanding of the tradition as a whole. This is certainly 
the case with Agallamh Oisín agus Phádraig and LCC, I would argue.  
 
There are a number of other versions of the Agallamh that were copied less widely in the manuscripts than 
the two versions I intend to make editions of. Ideally, these lesser known versions too would be available to 
read from beginning to end. On the other hand, making full editions of all versions of the Agallamh would 
involve a good deal of duplication of material already found in the two main versions. My aim at present is 
to provide diplomatic transcriptions and English translations of all additional stanzas or sequences of stanzas 
found in the less common versions.  
 
Creating an edition that aims at fidelity to one ms source means that more annotation is necessary than was 
the case with earlier editions of the lays where the editors tended to chose the most straightforward reading 
from a range of manuscripts.11 Most of the manuscript texts are ‘imperfect’ in that they show evidence of 
corruption and sometimes creative recomposition: exploring these features of the manuscript tradition gives 
greater insights into the processes of transmission than simply aiming to create a single definitive version of 
a given lay. 
 
silenim@gmail.com 
 
 
 

                                                 
11 See e.g. An Seabhac (Pádraig Ó Siochfhradha), Laoithe na Féinne (Baile Átha Cliath, 1941), pp. vii-viii.  
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Fin as Ossian: a case study in connections between eighteenth-century collectors and collections in 
Ireland, Scotland and the Isle of Man 

Peadar Ó Muircheartaigh 
Ollscoil Mhá Nuad ¦ Maynooth University 

 
The focus of my contribution will be on the need for an integrated approach to the preservation and 
transmission of Fenian material, especially in the eighteenth century, which takes account of Irish, 
Scottish and Manx sources and archival collections.  

Fin as Ossian is the only Fenian ballad to have been preserved in Manx (Broderick 1990). It is version 
of ballad concerning the burning of the house of Finn preserved elsewhere in Irish and Scottish 
tradition in both manuscript and oral traditions (cf Ó hÓgáin 1988: 154). Its preservation in Manx 
raises a number of questions about the preservation of secular Manx literature and Manx interaction 
with the rest of the Gaelic world in the eighteenth century. Most relevant to the task at hand, 
however, the history and preservation of Fin as Ossian text challenge us to look beyond the Irish or 
the Scottish context and to critically examine the interaction between networks of collectors 
collecting Fenian material in the eighteenth century. All of these issues intersect with one another 
and cannot be satisfactorily be dealt with in isolation. The network of collectors associated with Fin 
as Ossian incorporates Ireland, Scotland and the Isle of Man in ways that have not always been fully 
appreciated. Similarly, the evidence of Fin as Ossian highlights the role of the native scholar in the 
preservation of eighteenth-century Fenian material where the role of the non-native antiquarian has 
previously been emphasised.  

Typically, discussion of the Irish or Scottish ‘response’ to Macpherson’s Ossian has focused on the 
work of Anglo-Irish or Lowland antiquarians. One immediately thinks of Charlotte Brooke and 
Charles Henry Wilson in an Irish context. In a Scottish context, certainly, the popularity of Ossian 
facilitated the publication of poetry by Duncan Bàn MacIntyre and Alasdair Mac Mhaighstir Alasdair, 
but neither were ‘collectors’ and the Scottish response to Ossian is more commonly associated with 
the Anglophone debates of Edinburgh – Pinkerton, Fergusson and others. In all of this it is to be 
noted that native scholars, such as Charles O’Conor of Belanagare in Ireland and the Rev. James 
McLagan in Scotland barely register in the larger discussion. O’Conor is generally thought to have 
been dismissive of Fenian literature and McLagan’s name is one that is virtually unknown in Ireland, 
or indeed outside of a small number of Scottish-based scholars. The name of Rev. Philip Moore of 
the Isle of Man, if known at all, is known for his role in the translation of the Manx Bible.  

I single out these three, O’Conor, McLagan and Moore, because they are to be distinguished from 
Charlotte Brooke, Charles Henry Wilson and others. All three were not only able scholars of Gaelic, 
they were native Gaels, born and bred into relatively vibrant Gaelic-speaking communities in Sligo, 
Perthshire and the Isle of Man respectively. Educated and articulate in both Gaelic and English, they 
move with ease between the Anglophone antiquarian set and their own native Gaelic culture. One 
could reasonably expect that these bicultural individuals would recognise kindred spirits in each 
other transcending the sectarian division which separated all three of them. In a forthcoming article I 
intend to argue that a Dublin-text of Fin as Ossian, once in the possession of Charles O’Conor was 
communicated to him by Rev. James McLagan (via Charles Vallancey), but that the ultimate source 



of this text was collaborative collection of Manx literature by Moore and McLagan while the latter 
was stationed in the Isle of Man in the summer of 1771.  

McLagan, therefore, can be viewed as being at the centre of a pan-Gaelic network of native scholars. 
His is perhaps a unique achievement; even the great folklore collectors of the twentieth century who 
looked outward to the wider Gaelic world could not achieve this. One thinks of Séamus Ennis in 
Scotland and Calum McLean in Ireland; neither made it to the Isle of Man. McLagan collected Fenian 
material in Ireland, Scotland and the Isle of Man throughout the second half of the eighteenth 
century. McLagan’s collecting activities were undoubtedly facilitated by the interest in Macpherson’s 
Ossian, but there is more than that to the story. The late-eighteenth-century linguistic and cultural 
situation of Gaelic Ireland, Scotland and Man was also in the right place; a small cohort of mobile, 
educated, articulate, bilingual and bicultural individuals existed in the late eighteenth century in 
Ireland, Man, and especially in Scotland. This network is hugely important for the preservation of 
Fenian material in the late eighteenth century and deserves much more attention and investigation 
than it has previously been given. 
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A long-term project of mine is the editing of the copy of Acallam na Senórach in Oxford, 
Bodleian Library, Rawl. B. 487.  Thus I am producing what I term a ‘single witness 
edition’, an edition of one copy of a text that has more than one witness (hence not a 
codex unicus edition) but that does not necessarily qualify as a codex optimus.  My 
contribution to this round-table will comprise comments on the notion of the single-
witness edition and a series of questions that I would like to raise concerning the future 
of editing in relation to fíanaigecht texts. I will begin with these more general questions for 
discussion before turning to my own project Acallam na Senórach.  
 
 
Questions for discussion 

1) As interest in fíanaigecht texts grows, should editing be a priority?  Is editing a 
‘high risk’ activity for scholars?  For example, for UK-based scholars does the 
REF inhibit editorial projects?  How are our scholarly editions understood by 
colleagues elsewhere in the Humanities who sit on interview/promotion panels?  
Are there sufficient publishers (print/digital) for edited texts?      

2) What should be our priorities in terms of the editing of fíanaigecht material?  What 
criteria should we use to establish those priorities?  Should new editions of ‘key’ 
texts occupy us, bearing in mind that – to some extent – our sense of what is a 
‘key’ text can be conditioned by the quality of editions currently available?  
Should we instead be focussed on previously unedited (and more likely to be 
modern) material?   

3) Would collaborative editing benefit the study of fíanaigecht texts?  How might a 
large-scale, international editing project with an online presence such as the 
Skaldic Poetry of the Scandinavian Middle Ages 
(http://abdn.ac.uk/skaldic/db.php?if=default&table=home) project inform our 
editorial aims?  

4) Drawing inspiration from the highly successful Ulster Cycle conference model, I 
have co-organised, with Sharon Arbuthnot and Síle Ní Mhurchú, two 
international congresses on fíanaigecht material.  Should a future Finn Cycle 
conference set out to stimulate editorial activity?  Could there be a collaborative 
editorial project associated with a conference?  Or a text read (from manuscript) 
in a workshop at the conference?   

5) How should translation activity fit into our editorial plans?  Should an edition 
always contain a translation?  Is what we need for the teaching of students at 
early stages new translations of existing editions as well as/rather than new 
editions of these texts?  Would it be a good thing for the profile of fíanaigecht 
literature if some of the texts were ‘translated’ by non-academics, as we have seen 
in relation to the Táin?  Bearing in mind UCC’s thriving summer school in 

mailto:geraldine.parsons@glasgow.ac.uk
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palaeography/manuscript studies, could more be done across institutions to 
develop editorial skills among postgraduate students and others? 
 

 
Editing Acallam na Senórach from Rawl. B 487 
Editing a single witness 
Discussion of the editing of individual witnesses is limited to occasions where those 
witnesses constitute unique witnesses to, or are deemed best witnesses of, texts.  The 
codex unicus model is not relevant to the Acallam, copies of which are preserved in 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Laud Miscellaneous 610; Chatsworth, The Book of Lismore; 
Oxford, Bodleian Library, Rawlinson B 487; Dublin, University College, Franciscan A4; 
Dublin, University College, Franciscan A20.  Of greater interest is the codex optimus 
tradition, which in its current guise is traced to the work of Joseph Bédier in 1928. This 
type of edition ‘establish[es] – by linguistic, historical, codicological or other grounds – 
that a particular manuscript best represented the author’s wishes’; the readings of that 
witness are then ‘selected as a default to be diverged from only for strong reasons and an 
apparatus of variant readings is usually supplied.’1  The most common basis for selecting 
a ‘best’ witness is age: but completeness of narrative is also a criterion which carries 
force.2  The classic statements of textual criticism, therefore, expect single witnesses that 
are neither unique nor best texts only to be subjected to diplomatic transcription where 
that transcription is a step towards the construction of a traditional ‘critical edition’.3   
 
Editions of the Acallam 
Whitley Stokes’ edition of the Acallam cannot easily be classified in terms of textual 
critical theory.4  This is not in itself remarkable; Kim McCone has suggested that 
Celticists of his day engaged only loosely with contemporary (especially Lachmannian) 
textual critical theory due to Irish texts being ‘much more prone to develop variant 
versions than their classical counterparts’, and the status of Celtic Studies as a ‘young’ 
discipline whose and students and scholars had pressing need of accessible texts and 
within which study of language was simply not as advanced as in the Classics.5  He was 
aware of four witnesses to the Acallam and drew on them all to some degree, producing a 
skeleton apparatus criticus and demonstrating further engagement with witnesses by means 

                                                        
1 D.C. Greetham, Textual Scholarship: An Introduction, Garland Reference Library of the Humanities, 1417 
(New York and London, 1994), p. 325; Kim McCone, ‘Prehistoric, Old and Middle Irish’ in Kim McCone 
and Katharine Simms (eds), Progress in Medieval Irish Studies (Maynooth, 1996), pp 1-54 at p. 28.   
2 McCone, ‘Prehistoric, Old and Middle Irish’, p. 28.  McCone notes that the best text is ‘not invariably’ the 
oldest.  On this point, see L.D. Reynolds and N.G. Wilson, Scribes and Scholars: A Guide to the Transmission of 
Greek and Latin Literature, 3rd ed (Oxford, 1991), pp 216-18 at pp 217-18: ‘There is of course no doubt that 
in general a certain relation exists between the age of a manuscript and the quality of the text that it offers, 
since it is a reasonable supposition that a late manuscript is separated from the original text by a larger 
number of intervening transcripts, each of which is to be presumed more corrupt than its predecessors. … 
But there are some exceptions …’. 
3 Reynolds and Wilson concede that in the cases of ‘technical and popular [Greek and Latin] literature’ ‘it 
may be advisable to edit each version separately.  The choice will depend on the merits and conditions of 
each particular text’: Scribes and Scholars, p. 237. 
4 Whitley Stokes (ed. and partial trans.), ‘Acallamh na senórach’, in Whitley Stokes and Ernst Windisch  
(eds), Irische Texte, iv, 1 (Leipzig, 1900). 
5 Progress in Medieval Irish Studies, p. 27.  



of textual notes.  Yet, he cannot be said to have been attempting a Lachmannian critical 
edition in any strict sense: there is no attempt at a stemma or other description of the 
genetic relationship of witnesses.  Although some grammatical points are selected for 
discussion in the brief introduction, there is no attempt to date the text with any 
precision on linguistic grounds nor is there evidence of a thoroughgoing programme of 
linguistic emendation in order to fashion a reconstructed Urtext.  In fact, he anticipates 
the Bédierist codex optimus edition in his selection of Laud Misc 610 as the basis for this 
edition because of its ‘being older and better’ than the other witnesses used by him.6  
And yet, he made frequent recourse to the Book of Lismore copy, using it to supply text 
deemed missing from Laud.  He acknowledged that in terms of language, style and 
structure, A4 seemed to constitute a distinct recension of the text but still introduced 
extensive readings from it into the main body of his edition, albeit marked off in square 
brackets.7  Of the four witnesses he used, Rawl. B 487 was drawn on least. 
 
Eight years prior to Stokes’ publication, Standish Hayes O’Grady had produced an 
edition and translation of the Acallam within his Silva Gadelica.8  Unlike Stokes, O’Grady 
presented an edition of a single copy of the text only, namely the Book of Lismore.  He 
did not offer much insight into the decision to do so.  Access to that manuscript appears 
to have been the driving force; the Book of Lismore was deposited at the British 
Museum temporarily while O’Grady carried out work towards his catalogue of Irish 
manuscripts held there.9  The editing of this particular witness may have been motivated 
by the fact that in the 1860s O’Grady had not taken up the invitation of the Ossianic 
Society to translate the Acallam when the antiquarian John Windele failed to complete an 
edition for the society.  Windele was to have worked from the Book of Lismore text.10  
Beyond the issue of access, O’Grady’s work does not offer a theoretical basis for the 
construction of a single witness edition.  He offered no rationale for his choice of 
witness or other aspects to his editorial method.  He was familiar with other witnesses to 
the Acallam but almost never makes reference to readings from them.  
 
Why would a single-witness edition of Rawl. B. 487 be desirable?  And what would be its shortcomings? 
I understand Stokes’ characterisation of Laud Misc. 610 as ‘older and better’ to reflect its 
status as probably the earliest and uncontroversially the lengthiest extant witness.  Rawl. 
B 487 cannot challenge Laud Misc. 610 on these terms.  Like Laud Misc. 610 and the 
Book of Lismore, this witness dates to the fifteenth century.11  The orthography shows 
some later features than those of Laud and Lismore, but at this stage of analysis it does 
not appear that the language of the work is of markedly different date.  Instead it is the 
issue of narrative coverage which is the greater obstacle for Rawl’s ‘best-text’ status. 

                                                        
6 Stokes, ‘Acallamh’, p. x. 
7 Stokes saw A4 as a ‘second recension’: ‘Acallamh’, p. xii.  
8 S.H. O’Grady (ed. and trans.), Silva Gadelica (I-XXXI): a collection of tales in Irish with extracts illustrating persons 
and places, 2 vols (London, 1892), i, pp 101-265; ii, pp 94-233. 
9 Robin Flower, ‘Introduction’ in Standish Hayes O’Grady (ed. and trans.), Caithréim Thoirdhealbaigh 
(London, 1929), xi-xii.   
10 Proinsias Ó Drisceoil, Seán Ó Dálaigh: Éigse agus Iomarbhá (Cork, 2007), pp 253-4. 
11 Nollaig Ó Muraíle, ‘Agallamh na Seanórach’, Léachtaí Cholm Cille, 25 (1995), 96-127 at 110-11.  
 



Seven leaves have been lost from the portion of the manuscript which contains the 
Acallam and even where physical loss or damage is not a factor, the text can be seen to be 
shorter, perhaps compressed, in comparison to the other witnesses.  A good deal of 
poetry found in the other witnesses is absent from this copy.12  
 
What of the precedent set by O’Grady in allowing access to a particular manuscript to 
dictate the basis of the edition?  It might be argued that this practical concern should 
carry some weight.  Today, Rawl. B 487 is the only witness to the Acallam for which good 
quality digital images are not freely available.  Although in the past two years, the 
Bodleian has allowed readers to photograph this manuscript using their own cameras, 
access to it for readers unable to get to Oxford remains via the purchase of a poor quality 
microfilm.  
 
My view is that a single witness edition which is more than a mere transcription is a 
worthwhile endeavour in cases where a critical edition, of the synoptic or multi-text type, 
in print or in digital form, can be an end goal.  I am advocating something more ‘edited’ 
than the transcription element of a synoptic edition but less comprehensive than a 
traditional codex optimus treatment; a transcription, preferably accompanied by high 
resolution images, would be prefaced with a full introduction and textual notes which 
would be concerned with both linguistic and literary matters and which would introduce 
the evidence of the other witnesses.  What would be lacking, would be a) detailed 
discussion of the interrelationships of the available witnesses and b) a full critical 
apparatus which would list all variants from all witnesses for any particular line of text, 
features which necessitate detailed scrutiny of all witnesses of this lengthy work.  Now, 
this risks returning to the à la carte engagement with contemporary textual critical theory 
which has characterised previous editions of the Acallam but it might also be seen as a 
continuation of the pragmatism which has underpinned much editorial activity within 
Celtic Studies; in itself the edition would be informative and it would be ‘future-proof’ 
should funding become available to undertake a larger (digital?) project involving all 
witnesses to the text for which semi-diplomatic editions of the all witnesses would be 
desirable.13  
 

                                                        
12 These observations are drawn from an unpublished paper delivered by me at the 14th ICCS: ‘The 
Structure of  AS Rawl. B 487’. 
13 Kevin Murray has made a strong case for greater engagement by Celticists with ‘the trends, theories, and 
modifications in [textual criticism] which have emerged worldwide’, particularly in the wider field of 
medieval studies: ‘Reviews, Reviewers, and Critical Texts’, Cambrian Medieval Celtic Studies, 57 (2009), 51-70 
at 66. Murray does not engage explicitly with the question of the evolving norms of the critical edition in 
the face of technological advances. Yet, to take up Murray’s challenge is to engage with the implications of 
new technology since, for around two decades now, the place of the electronic, or digital, edition has been 
a productive topic within textual criticism.  Murray states his preference for what he terms the ‘multiple 
version’ or ‘multiple text’ edition – by which he means the presentation, ‘where possible, of all extant 
copies of a text in diplomatic transcription, along with a critical edition which may conform to any of the 
non-facsimile editing approaches’ (p. 56).  So, in advocating the presentation of critical editions alongside 
transcriptions of all available witnesses, Murray is in sympathy with those who, like Peter M.W. Robinson, 
promote the digital edition’s capacity to enhance editorial transparency: ‘Manuscript Politics’ in Warren 
Cherniak, Caroline Davis and Marilyn Deegan (eds), The Politics of the Electronic Text, Office for Humanities 
Communications Publications, 3 (Oxford, 1993), pp 9-15 at p. 10. 
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Finn and the Man in the Tree 
 
Introduction  

My contribution to this roundtable falls under the category of ‘a case study of work in progress’. 
I am currently working on the tale generally known as ‘Finn and the Man in the Tree’ (FMT), which is 
embedded in a commentary on the Senchas Már, in a section that deals with the poetic attribute of imbas 
forosnai (‘knowledge which illuminates’).1 The text is found in a single sixteenth-century manuscript: 
Dublin, Trinity College, MS 1337 (H.3.18), 361v–362r. It was previously edited by Meyer in 1906,2 
and I now wish to produce a more up-to-date edition, that provides textual notes and takes into account 
more recent scholarship on the text (e.g. Breatnach, Hull, Gwynn).3  

I have attached the most recent version of my edited text and translation. Punctuation, 
capitalisation, expansion of abbreviations, length marks etc. are editorial; however, I have not changed 
the manuscript spelling unless I feel that an error has been made. For this roundtable, I have selected 
two topics for discussion, which could place the text in the broader context of fíanaigecht:  
a) linguistic features, especially with regard dating, since this text appears to be of a strikingly early 

date  
b) a comparison with Marbad Cúlduib, an alternative version of the first half of the tale 
 
Summary  
 Finn and the Man in the Tree seems to consist of two conjoined tales, both of which feature the 
use of imbas, indicating why they might have been linked together. In the first half, Finn pursues 
Cúldub, an Otherworldly opponent, as far as a síd-mound, where Finn’s finger is trapped in the door of 
the mound and in this way he acquires the attribute imbas forosnai. The story therefore offers an 
alternative explanation to the more well-known ‘Salmon of Wisdom’ story for the origin of Finn’s 
‘Thumb of Wisdom’. In the second half of the tale, the Fían take some women captive, one of whom is 
desired by Finn. However, she desires a young Fían-member (or gilla) called Derg Corra, but he rejects 
her. As a result of the woman’s incitement, Finn banishes Derg Corra but later encounters him sitting 
in a tree sharing food and drink with a blackbird, a salmon and a stag. The first half closes with Finn 
using his imbas to compose a poem narrating his victory over Cúldub, while at the end of the second 
half he makes use of his imbas to identify the stranger in the tree. The tale thus demonstrates two 
different ways in which a poet could use imbas: to compose obscure verse and to access hidden or 
mantic knowledge.  

 
Language  

The text is preserved in a sixteenth-century manuscript, and so many Middle Irish features may 
be observed, mainly orthographic (e.g. dh, mh, bh and gh for d, m, b and g; confusion of spelling due 
to the falling together of unstressed vowels, etc.). However, certain morphological features would 
suggest that the text originated in the Old Irish period; for example, infixed pronouns are used correctly. 
There is one independent object pronoun, 3sg masc., a Middle Irish feature: Tre sin didiu carais an 
ingen é – it is possible, however, that this was a later gloss which became incorporated into the text, 
since it reiterates an earlier statement.  

There are also signs that the text may date to early in the Old Irish period, possibly the early 
eighth century. For example, Breatnach takes the spelling of the infixed pronoun -te- in ate-cobor-ide 
as evidence for the text’s archaism – although Charles-Edwards and Kelly observe that later scribes 
could substitute -de- (-te-) for -da- (-ta-) as a pseudo-archaism, and so this alone would not be sufficient 
evidence for the text’s archaism.4 However, a further key piece of evidence (discussed by Breatnach) is 
the use of the preverb to-, found once in the text (a to-n-icas). This is a very early form, since even by 
the time of the Würzburg Glosses, the two initially distinct preverbs to and de both appear in pre-tonic 

                                                      
1 Binchy, CIH III, 879.23–880.14. 
2 Meyer, K., ed. and transl., ‘Finn and the Man in the Tree’, Revue Celtique 25 (1904), 344–9. 
3 Breatnach, L., ‘Varia V’, Ériu 41 (1990), 139–41; Hull, V., ‘A Rhetoric in Finn and the Man in the Tree’, 
Zeitschrift für Celtische Philologie 30 (1967), 17–20; Gwynn, E., ‘Varia III’, Ériu 11 (1932), 150–53. 
4 Breatnach, ‘Varia V’, p. 140; Charles-Edwards, T., and Kelly, F., ed. and transl., Bechbretha (Dublin, 1983), 
p. 9. 
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position as do. Breatnach also suggests that the other use of this verb, spelt a ddo-n-ichas, represents an 
‘original “phonetic” spelling’, reflecting the nasalisation caused by the conjunction a. Admittedly, in 
the rest of the text we only find pre-tonic do for to. However, we also find the early preverb de- in de-
géni, as well as the later form in do-rigne.5 Therefore, it seems likely that that there has been scribal 
updating of most of these forms, but not all of them, indicating the early date which we must assign to 
this text. 
 Another interesting linguistic point is that the text contains some Latin phrases, namely ut Scotti 
dicunt (‘as the Irish say’) and si uerus est (‘if it is true’). This testifies to the scholarly nature of the text 
(it is, after all, embedded in a legal commentary); moreover, on both occasions Latin is used to convey 
a certain scepticism or at least distance from the text. Si uerus est is found after the description of Derg 
Corra travelling for luirgnib oss n-allta (‘on the shanks of wild deer’), and however we interpret this 
phrase, it is behaviour that is hard to believe. Ut Scotti dicunt is surprising, as it implies that the author 
does not include himself as one of the Scotti. However, I would interpret this as a scholarly attempt by 
the author/scribe to distance himself from the narrative he is relating (which at this point is about 
Cúldub, the Otherworldly thief). This is reminiscent of the scribal colophon added to the Book of 
Leinster version of Táin Bó Cúailnge (if less heavy-handed and overtly religious), which also uses Latin 
to cast doubt on the preceding Irish text.6 
 
Alternative Version  

Although this version of FMT only survives in a single manuscript, in its form combining the 
tales of Cúldub and Derg Corra, the first half of the tale is also found in a different, longer retelling, 
Marbad Cúlduib. This version is found in two manuscripts, RIA MS D.iv.2 (c. 1400) and the Yellow 
Book of Lecan (late fourteenth-century). The text has been edited by Hull, who dates it to the mid-
eighth century;7 thus both versions seem to have been in circulation at roughly the same time. The 
wording of the narrative is different in each version, but many essentials of the story are the same 
(although Marbad Cúlduib gives additional details). Significantly, although the prose does not contain 
direct verbal parallels, Marbad Cúlduib contains verse that is very similar to that found in FMT, 
although longer: Bind bind berlai bind bec nimgnae buiriud tairb coi coistecht fria Femen furlae mai 
muiced son dar Femen fugiath sir-chrand sir-luth laitho Find fri ulaid Cul Dub.8 FMT has a much terser 
style than Marbad Cúlduib, but it is not clear whether one version is drawing on the other (either to 
summarise or expand). Whichever version came first, we can see that the author of FMT has shaped his 
text for its own particular context, since Marbad Cúlduib does not use the word imbas (it uses fis, 
‘knowledge’) and this is not explicitly linked to Finn’s ability to compose mystic verse, both of which 
feature so prominently in FMT. There are also a number of other ways in which the two halves of FMT 
may be shown to have been given a deliberate unity by the author who combined them, such as the role 
played by women in each half (the Otherworldly woman does not feature in Marbad Cúlduib), and the 
contrasting but complementary depiction of Finn’s character. 
 
Other topics for discussion  
 Besides the language and dating of the text, and a comparison with the alternative version, this 
text could also contribute to discussions such as: 
a) Finn’s relationships with women 
b) the portrayal of Finn’s character 
c) editing a text found in a single manuscript (as here) vs editing a text found in multiple manuscripts 
d) the interpretation of the tableau of Derg Corra in the tree 
e) the difficulties associated with interpreting Fenian verse 
 

                                                      
5 Breatnach, ‘Varia V’, pp. 139–40. 
6 TBC (ed. O’Rahilly, p. 136). 
7 Hull, V., ed. and transl., ‘Two Tales about Find’, Speculum 16 (1941), 322–33. 
8 Hull, ‘Two Tales’, p. 330. 
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Finn and the Man in the Tree 
 
1.  Fo chosmailius do-rigne Finn húa Baiscne. In tan buí in Fían oc Badamair for brú Siúire, do-
dechaidh Cúldub mac huí Birgge a síd ar Femun – ut Scotti dicunt – co mbert a fulacht n-úadaib. Co 
teóra aidchi amin de-géni friu. Isin tres fecht íarum, no-rat[h]1 Finn co luid ríam a síd ar Femin. Fort-
ngaib Finn la techt isa síd co torchair allda anall. A ndo-sreng fris a láim, frit-n-innle in ben asint síd 7 
escra fliuch ina láim íar ndáil isin úair ríam; 7 do-insort a comlaid frisa síd co ndruid Finn a mér iter in 
comlaid 7 in urrsain. Gabais íarom a mér ina béolu. A to-n-icas a frithisi foopart dícetal. Fort-n-osmen 
an imbas co nd-ebert:  

Tair Femen  
fuigial for muig,  
méis mui 2muicce  
t[ía]s ón2 sír-crand.  
Sír lúath laithe  
Find fri3 aulad  
Cúllduibh chanmae.  

 
2. Cinn rée íarom, do-bertatar mná braite i Dún Iascaich4 a tír na nDésea. Do-breth ingen álainn 
leo. Ate-cobor-ide menma Find: in ben dó. Fo-cairdd-si menmain for in gilla baí leo .i. Dercc Corra 
mac huí Daigre. Ar ba hé a abras-ide: céin fo-nnuitha fulacht leo, lé[i]m5 7 doléim in gilla tarsin n-indin. 
Tre sin didiu carais an ingen é, 7 as-bert fris láa n-aill ara tísed cuice i lighe. Ní fóet són Dercc Corra 
déag Finn, ata-gegai 6do mnaí6 dó. Cot-saíd fri Finn 7 as-bert forta-prom ar écin. As-bert íarum Finn 
fris: ‘Eirgg es,’ ol sé, ‘de m’inchaib, 7 ro[t]-bia7 essomon trí laithi 7 teóra n-aidchi, 7 fom-cíalta-sa ó 
suidhiu inund!’ 
 
3. Luid didiu Derc Corra for loinges 7 ar-foét caill 7 im-tighed for luirgnib oss n-allta – si uerus 
est – ar a étrumai. Láa n-aill didiu do Find isin caill oca cuingidh-som, co n-aca Find in fer i n-úachtar 
in craind, 7 lon fora gúalainn ndeis, 7 find-lestar n-uma fora láimh in clí – os é co n-usce 7 hé brecc 
bedcach and – 7 dam allaith fo bun in craind. 7 ba hé abras ind fir: teinm cnó; 7 do-beridh leth n-áirne 
na cnó don lun no-bíth fora gúalaind ndeis, no-ithed féisin a lleth n-aill; 7 do-icsed a uball isin lestar n-
uma buí fora láimh clí, 7 no-randa[d]8 i ndé, 7 do-cuireth a leth don dam allaid buí fo bun in craind. No-
ithad-som íarom in leth n-aill, 7 no-ibed loim fair den uisce isin lestar huma buí fora láim co mbo comól 
dó frisin n-iich 7 a n-oss 7 in lon. 
 
4. Fris-comarcar didiu a muinter do Finn cía bo hé hisin crunn, ar ní n-athgéntar-som dáigh celtair 
díclithe buí imbe. Is de do-bert Finn a hordain ina béolo. A ddo-n-ichas eisib a frithisi fort-n-osna a 
imbus 7 dichan dícetal co n-eipert:  

Con fri lon leth cnó co[n]-tethain9  
cot-ith i ndíthraib Dercc Corra  
comól fri hich.  
Ní ba filliud fabaill  
a uball fín-mblais cona  
10fri ca[i]rb áith10 mac uí co[n]-dedail11 Daigre.  

‘Dercc Corra mac huí Daighre,’ ol sé, ‘fil isan crund.’ 
                                                      
1 MS norat.  
2 MS muic cetson.  
3 MS sra. 
4 MS iascath. 
5 MS lem. 
6 MS domnid. 
7 MS robia. 
8 MS noranda. 
9 MS co tethain. 
10 MS fricarbaith. 
11 MS co dedail. 
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1. Finn úa Baiscne did likewise. When the Fían was at Badamair on the bank of the [River] Suir, 
Cúldub son of Úa Birgge came out of the síd-mound on [the plain of] Femen – as the Irish say – and carried 
off their cooking from them. And for three nights he did thus to them. However, on the third time, Finn 
perceived him and went before him to the síd-mound on Femen. Finn attacked him as he went into the síd-
mound so that he fell [dead] on the inside. When he [Finn] withdrew his hand [back] to himself, a woman 
encountered him [as she was coming] out of the síd-mound with a dripping vessel in her hand after 
distributing [drink] just before; and she slammed the door against the síd-mound so that Finn squeezed his 
finger between the door and the door-post. Then he put his finger into his mouth. When he took [it] out 
again, he began to chant. The imbas enlightened him so that he said: 

May a judgement come 
upon the plain of Femen, 
[regarding] the dish of my pig 
which might go from the spit.12 
Long [is] the recitation 
of Finn’s poem, which we sing 
at the tomb of Cúldub. 

 
2. Afterwards, at the end of a period of time, they [the Fían] carried off captive women out of Dún 
Iascaig in the land of the Dési. A beautiful maiden was taken by them. Finn’s mind desired her, the 
aforementioned: the woman for himself.13 She set her mind on the youth who was with them, that is, Derg 
Corra son of Úa Daigre. For this was his practice: while food was being cooked by them, the youth would 
leap to and fro14 across the cooking hearth. Therefore, on account of this, the maiden loved him, and on a 
certain day she said to him that he should come to her in bed. Derg Corra did not accept that because of Finn, 
who desired her as his wife. She complained about him to Finn and said that he had ravished her by force. 
Then Finn said to him: ‘Go away from my sight,’ he said, ‘and you will have a truce for three days and three 
nights, and after that same [time] beware of me!’ 
 
3. Then Derg Corra went into exile and took [to] the wood15 and he used to go about on the shanks of 
wild deer – if it is true – for his swiftness. Then one day, as Finn [was] in the wood seeking him, Finn saw a 
man in the top of the tree, and a blackbird on his right shoulder, and in his left hand a white vessel of bronze 
– and it had water and a leaping speckled salmon in it – and a wild stag at the foot of the tree. And this was 
the action of the man: cracking nuts; and he would give half of the kernel of the nut to the blackbird which 
was on his right shoulder, [while] he himself would eat the other half; and he would take an apple out of the 
bronze vessel which was in his left hand, and he would divide [it] into two, and he would throw the [one] 
half to the wild stag which was at the foot of the tree. Then he would eat the other half, and for himself he 
would drink a sip of the water out of the bronze vessel which was in his hand so that he was drinking together 
with the salmon and the deer and the blackbird.  
 
4. Then his followers asked of Finn who he in the tree might be, for they did not recognise him because 
of the cloak of concealment which he wore. As a result of that, Finn put his thumb into his mouth. When he 
took [it] out again, his imbas enlightened him and he recited a chant and said: 
 Along with drinking in common with a salmon, 
 Derg Corra in the wilderness eats jointly with a blackbird 
 half of a nut that he cracked. 

It was not with a twisting movement of it,16 
so that the son of Úa Daigre split 
his wine-sweet apple17 
against a sharp set of teeth. 

‘[It is] Derg Corra son of Ua Daigre,’ he said, ‘who is in the tree.’ 
 

                                                      
12 or ‘spear’. 
13 i.e. he wanted the woman for himself. 
14 lit. leaping and leaping back of the youth. 
15 i.e. took up his abode in the wood. 
16 i.e. it was not with a twisting movement that he did it, so that he had to cut the apple with his teeth. 
17 lit. of the taste of wine. 
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Improving Accessibility and Encouraging Increased Consultation of the Fenian Oral Corpus 

through Cataloguing and Databasing 
 

As noted in the description of this roundtable, the accessibility of sources is an issue in 
the study of Fenian narrative. This issue is particularly pertinent with regard to the Fenian oral 
corpus. The oral corpus consists of over three thousand items that span the width and breadth of 
the Gaelic-speaking world, including Ireland, Scotland, the Isle of Man, and the Irish and 
Scottish Gaelic diasporas. Collected for diverse reasons and by means of various methods since 
the eighteenth century, these items exist today in multiple formats, including audio recordings, 
manuscript transcriptions, and printed publications.  

There are two problems with regard to the accessibility of this material. The first 
concerns the fact that the majority of the Fenian oral corpus is unavailable either in print or 
online, and is divided among a number of different archives. This geographic dispersal can mean 
accessibility is limited by a researcher’s budget and schedule. This is a problem familiar to all 
researchers working with archival sources, and one that is ultimately surmountable by means of 
the digitization of archived material. While it is likely to be a long time before all archived 
Fenian oral material has been digitized, a great deal of progress has been made in this area in 
recent years thanks to initiatives such as the Carmichael Watson Project, the Calum MacLean 
Project, Tobar an Dualchais, Dùchas.ie, and Gaelstream. It is to be hoped that the momentum 
generated by such projects continues. 

The second and much more serious problem that researchers have had to contend with is 
the difficulty of locating sought after Fenian oral material within folklore archives. Because 
Fenian tales rarely conform to ‘types’ within the international Aarne-Thompson-Uther (ATU) 
folklore classification system, often only the most common tales and lays in a given archive are 
identified more specifically than a generic ‘Fenian’ or ‘Ossianic’ classification. The lack of a 
standardized system of classification within the corpus has made it difficult to perform Fenian 
research within even the best folklore archives. I have spent a significant portion of the past three 
years trying to tackle this problem head on, and the result of my efforts has been a catalogue of 
3,326 Fenian folklore items. (This catalogue will be available for viewing at the roundtable 
session.) 

The system of classification in the Fenian folklore catalogue is based on the letter 
abbreviation system devised by Alan Bruford in his Gaelic Folk-Tales and Mediaeval Romances 
(1969), with additional categories added by Mícheál Briody, who did a considerable amount of 
cataloguing work with the Fenian material in the Irish National Folklore Collection, and myself. 
An effort has been made to account for  items that can be catalogued under multiple Fenian 
‘types’, as well as for overlap with ATU tale types, although there is room for improvement in 
these areas. The catalogue will, I hope, enable much more concentrated research on oral versions 
of specific Fenian tales and lays than has hitherto been possible, or than I was able to perform—
research from which future incarnations of the catalogue will, in turn, benefit. The most 
significant deficiency of the present catalogue is the lack of inclusion of the majority of short, 
Fenian seanchas items (i.e. ‘lore’: background information about places, characters, etc.). I am 
aware of ~975 references to Fenian seanchas items that I did not have time to verify, and that 
have not been included.1 

                                                 
1 Martina Maher subsequently verified and provided notes about a number of these seanchas references. Her work 
will be included in a future incarnation of the catalogue. 
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I consulted as many archival and print sources as possible within my limited timeframe. 
These are detailed in the introduction to the catalogue, as are the resources I was unable to 
consult. While I am confident that the vast majority of collected Fenian folklore is included in 
the catalogue, there is still room for expansion. 

The Fenian folklore catalogue was submitted as a supplement to my doctoral dissertation 
(Harvard 2015) and will therefore be accessible via ProQuest Dissertations in a few years’ time. I 
have also provided copies to the archivists for the Irish National Folklore Collection and the 
School of Scottish Studies Archive. In the coming years, I plan to initiate a Fenian Folklore 
Database Project, the goals of which will be (1) the expansion of the catalogue to address some 
of its current limitations, and (2) the extension of the catalogue’s accessibility by placing it 
online. I envision the online catalogue allowing for multi-topical searches, geo-mapping of 
items, and linking to online records and/or digitized items (when available). A well-managed 
online resource could also allow for crowd-sourced data collection to improve the accuracy and 
utility of the database; by means of an online form, private researchers’ suggestions for record 
modifications could easily be received, vetted, and implemented during regular maintenance of 
the database. 

The former unavailability of a Fenian folklore catalogue in any format (physical or 
online) has led to a severe deficit in scholarship addressing the oral facet of the tradition. 
Additionally, this situation has resulted in an insufficient consideration of orally collected 
multiforms of texts also found in the literary record. The catalogue reveals a massive corpus the 
significance of which can no longer be downplayed due to its inaccessibility. Now that the data 
is available, it is time not only to address the deficiencies (however unavoidable or inadvertent) 
of past scholarship, but also to go far beyond what has yet been done in our exploration of this 
vast and seriously underutilized cultural storehouse. 
 


